To the President of the Board of Directors
of the Protection Consortium
“Arancia Rossa di Sicilia IGP”
Via San Giuseppe la Rena 30/b
Catania
Administrative headquarters
Via Passo del Fico C.da Jungetto SP 70/I
Catania
Subject: Request for the use of the denomination Arancia Rossa di Sicilia PGI (Blood Orange of Sicily) pursuant to
art. 1 paragraph 1, letter C) of Legislative Decree n. 297/04 in compound, processed or processed products and the
Consortium Regulations approved by MIPAAF with provision n. 54490 of 29/07/2019
Signed____________________________________________, born in _____________________prov.__________
the__________________, in the quality of __________________________________________________________
of the company_____________________________________ registered office in ______________________ prov.
via____________________________________________n.______,VAT number___________________________
C.F.____________________________, telephone_______________, mobile of the contact person_____________
e-mail__________________________________________PEC__________________________________________
REQUIRES
The authorization to use the denomination “Arancia Rossa di Sicilia PGI” pursuant to article 1 lett. C) of the
Legislative Decree n. 297/04 and the Consortium Regulations for the use of the name for compound, processed or
processed products, approved by MIPAAF with protocol provision n° 54490 of 29/07/2019 to be used in the
following label in the presentation advertising and promotion of the products:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________
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TO THIS END YOU MUST
a) To purchase the PGI product from producer/packager subject to the control of the body referred to in
Article 37 of Reg. (EC) 1151/12 or by a person authorized by the Protection Consortium in any case to
use the protected name and the obligation to communicate the supplier
b) To keep a loading and unloading register tending to demonstrate, through the registrations, that the
quantity of PGI product used in the compound, processed or processed product corresponds to the
quantity of PGI product acquired as well as the commitment to produce, upon request of the
Consortium and / or Ministry, the related documentation and to send a copy of the loading and
unloading register every month
c) To respect the rules dictated to protect the geographical indications and denominations of origin of
agricultural and food products and declares to have read the Legislative Decree no. 19/11/2004 n. 297
"Sanctioning provisions in application of Regulation (EEC) no. 208/92, relating to the protection of
geographical indications and denominations of origin of agricultural and food products "
d) Do not engage in any kind of entrepreneurial behavior or use of the IGP Arancia Rossa di Sicilia that
could harm or mislead the consumer public
e) To undergo checks at its headquarters of checks for supervisory activities carried out by the bodies of
the Consortium (supervisors) as well as by the other State Bodies responsible for this
f) Not to transfer the authorization granted, even in sub-concession, to third parties, neither free of charge
nor for consideration and that, in the event of cessation of the activity and / or specific production, the
use of the reference to the denomination protected in the labeling, presentation and advertising of
compound, processed or processed products
g) To comply with all the obligations not expressly referred to in the Regulations for the use of the
denomination "Arancia Rossa di Sicilia PGI" for compound, processed or processed products approved
by MIPAAF with provision 54490 of 29/07/2019
h) Authorize the Consortium to the processing of data pursuant to Legislative Decree 196/2003 and its
modifications and additions.
The violation of one of the foreseen obligations may involve, subject to a warning, the revocation of the
authorization granted.
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The Company declares that the headquarters of the factory where the production takes place is located in
___________________________________________________________________________________________
and undertakes to report any changes.
The Company is aware that the supervision costs of the compound, processed or processed product incurred by the
Consortium are charged to the users of the denomination, correct circular of the MIPAAF protocol 16047 of
06/03/2018.
The Grantor has the right to check that the products marked with the PGI contain the percentage agreed with the
"Blood Orange of Sicily" product, as well as correspond to the agreed quality level, as well as to check the
regularity of the label made by the User.
In order to allow the Grantor the quality control of its products, the User undertakes to submit the label to the
Grantor in advance and to allow representatives and agents of the Grantor to inspect the production, processing and
storage rooms of the products.
Attached is:
- Copy of the applicant's identity document
- Possible copy of the proxy, if the applicant is not the owner of the company and a copy of the identity document
of the delegating party
- Chamber of Commerce registration
- Label (s) to be authorized
- Product Specifications
Lì__________________________
Signature and stamp
_____________________________________
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